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POWODZENIA ! 

Pytania za 3 punkty 

1. What time …. you usually …? 

A) are / getting up B) are / get up  C)  do / get up   D) does / get up  E) - / get up 
 
2. Australia is …........... England. 

A) bigger from  B) the biggest than C) more bigger than D) bigger than  E) more big than 
 
3. I have a problem and I can't find …... who can help me.  

A) someone  B) anyone  C) everyone  D) nobody  E) somebody 
 
4. Are you really going to climb Mount Everest? 

    No, I ….... . 

A) 'm not   B) don't  C) aren't   D) 'm not going E) won't 
 
5. My cousin Tim …....... karate. 

A) makes  B) does  C) play   D) plays  E) do 
 
6. I can't wear these jeans! They hurt my legs! They're too ….... . 

A) baggy  B) loose  C) tight  D) short  E) wide 
 
7. …...'s ”dziadek” in English? 

A) How  B) Which  C) Why  D) What  E) Whose 
 
8. I don't mind …... my room. 

A) clean  B) to clean  C) cleans  D) to cleaning  E) cleaning 
 
9. Which of these body parts is not connected to your arm? 

A) ankle  B) elbow  C) hand  D) shoulder  E) wrist 
 
10. On Sundays, my mum always cooks, and I always ….. the table before dinner. 

A) make  B) lay   C) wash up  D) -    E) trash 
 

Pytania za 4 punkty 

11. When there is a storm, there is often …. . 

A) an earthquake B) thunder  C) fire   D) sunshine  E) clear, blue sky 
 
12. ….......... you ever …........ a famous person? 

A) Did / meet  B) Did / met  C) Have / met  D) Have / meet E) Do / met 
 
13. Pauline, have you finished your homework? 

      No, mum, I'm …. doing it. 

A) yet   B) still   C) already  D) ever  E) ago 
 
14. Your father is very …......... . He gives presents to everybody! 

A) generous  B) selfish  C) lazy   D) mean  E) disappointed 
 
15. Fred sometimes goes shopping with friends when he should be in school. He plays ….. . 

A) cheat  B) attention  C) term  D) holiday  E) truant 
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16. From twelve o'clock to two o'clock, my Dad …............. while my mum …........ the house. 

A) was sleeping / has cleaned B) slept / did clean  C) were sleeping / were cleaning  

D) was sleeping / was cleaning E) is sleeping / is cleaning 
 
17. Wow! That film was really good! 

       …..., I couldn't see anything. I was sitting behind a very tall man. 

A) Apparently  B) Thankfully  C) Unfortunately D) Luckily  E) Awfully 
 
18. I haven't got enough money for a bus ticket home. 

      Maybe I can …... you five pounds? 

A) borrow  B) steal  C) send  D) lend  E) have 
 
19. Which of these is not an american celebration? 

A) Independence Day   B) Thanksgiving C) Guy Fawkes' night    D) Halloween E) Labor Day 
 
20. Which of these is not in the Queen of England's closest family? 

A) Harry   B) Jonathan  C) Charles  D) Edward  E) Phillip 
 

Pytania za 5 punkty 

21. Which of these words is an adjective? 

A) sleep  B) in   C) house  D) heavy  E) slowly  
 
22. Who was the first American president? 

A) Abraham Lincoln    B) Benjamin Franklin   C) George Washington 

D) Thomas Jefferson    E) Theodore Roosevelt 
 
23. Where is Gaelic spoken? 

A) Scotland  B) Wales  C) France  D) Holland  E) Luxembourg 
 
24. Which is not a county in England? 

A) Shropshire  B) Devon  C) Yorkshire  D) Maine  E) Norfolk 
 

Tyrannosaurus Rex, based on California Distance Learning Project 

Dinosaurs lived a long time ago before humans were around. Skeletons tell us what shape they were. Little is 

known about their daily lives. Looking at what they ate helps us to know more about them.   
Researchers have found teeth marks of one dinosaur on the bones of another dinosaur. A large dinosaur 

known as Tyrannosaurus Rex, or T-Rex, made teeth marks on the bones of a smaller dinosaur. There were 

many marks on the bones suggesting that the dinosaur kept chewing on the bones.  
The bones of a T-Rex were found 65 million years after they all died and became extinct. People did not 

know if it killed what it ate or only ate already killed animals.   
Scientists found that the bite of a T-Rex was strong enough to kill another animal. This does not prove that he 

tracked and killed his food himself. It does show that he could use his bite to kill other animals. 
 
25. Scientists …... about the everyday life of a dinosaur. 

A) don't know very much   B) know a lot  C) can give us lots of information  

D) know nothing    E) know everything 
 
26. T-Rex  …......... . 

A) was the smallest dinosaur   B) bit smaller  dinosaurs C) was attacked by other dinosoars 

D) never touched other dinosaurs   E) never attacked smaller dinosaurs 
 
27. After 65 million years, scientists found part of T-Rex's ................... . 

A) skin  B) flesh  C) meat  D) muscle  E) skeleton 
 
28. The phrase ”become extinct” means that .....................… . 

A) some dinosaurs died   B) all the dinosaurs died  C) some dinosours survived  

D) all dinosoars survived   E) some dinosaurs were hurt 
 
29. T-Rex …. kill animals with its bite. 

A) wasn't able to B) couldn't  C) could  D) always tried to E) never wanted to 
 
30. The word ”tracked” means ….. . 

A) looked for  B) ate   C) attacked  D) played with  E) bit 
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